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The purpose of this paper is to review and discuns observa-

tional facts and related arguments concerning x-rays and 7-rays of

cosmic origin which have become available in the past fev years.

First, observational met^aods will 3e st^aoarA. 	 brief3,y. texts a

review of the mealy unexpected results of observational, facts of cosmic

x-rWs in the ' /'x/10 kev range is presented. ,plWaical proc-eases

of x-ray generation in discrete x-zit sources are briefly disc-nwsed.

While the discovered discrete x-ray sources are in the gaUctic plane,

an isotropic cent which is like.y of extragalactic origin see=B

to exist. Observations of radiation from Oe'veral teas of koev up to

7-ray energies will be revieved. Though no 7-rays of proven cosmic

origin hexe been detected, upper l ian..ts se ,̂  for vwious suspected

discrete sourcea and the isotropic c	 have considerable physical

significance.
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1Introduction

StuAles of cosmic y-rays and x-rays have opened a nev field of

astropbysics and provided new tools to explore the , universe. In

particular, observations of cosmic x-rays have provided a continuing

source of significant information since their discovery. In the case

of 7-rays (> several Mev), no 'Y-rays of proven cosmic origin haw been

detected so fart. ftere is, however, some evidence for a general back-

ground and even the upperlimits of intensities given to various astrono-

=Leal objects have considerable astrophysical significance.

Since any possible pbysical processes of 7-ray and x -ray generation

are deeply related to the physical nature of the source, it is clear

that 'Y-ray and x-ray astronomy will play f undaments3 roles in under-

4tanding various astronatz 'Leal problems.

Varlew mechanism for the production of 7-rays and x -rays through

the interaction of energetic protons or electrons with the inters {tel.la r

median or photons are smoarized schematically in Fig. 1. In the figure,

relations are indicated fcw various generation mechanisms along the

generating media ( indicated by circles), the Input protons and electrons

and the generation outputs (indicated by squares).

As the generation mechanian of Y-rayu, ve consider brmsstrahlung

In the interactions of energetic electrons xith interstell zatter and

the decay of neutral piano produced i.n collisions between cosmic ray

particles and matter or photons. Campton scattering of lox energy

photons by energetic electrons (inverse-Coaptcn effect) vas discussed

.;rs^xaw.c.^u+..r«...+.......^...-.........+.^..,...r....+.^.rr«.ww.w.nMr.::ti.rllglMe'.ti>74WMiiatfocf^i' .ii6tx^wYlil^i!x7ts.... ..: µ^ •..	 ,•^nc.lak7+Y_.w,..x ..	 ., ....:.^^9N:],::.	 ..	 ..
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for the generation of x-raga. (Felton and	 IWX 1963) The

frequency rcage of synchrotron radiation emitted by electrons moving in

magzletic fields may extend to the x-ray bend if the energy of the

electrons is sufficiently- high. Therml radiation of a very hot. body of

teMerature IOTrV 80K is in x-ray band. Characteristic x-rays are

Produced after a shell electron of an atom is knocked out by a high

energy particle.

Several review articles are available for physical processes for

x-rays and 7-ray production (Gould and Burbi ge 1965 9 Ginzburg and

Wravatsky 1964,v HayakaWa and Matsuboka 1965) - M-.%ere are also revievs

vhich include experimental aspects. (Gasrmdre and 	 196510

Giacconi and Qursky 1965, Friedman 1965s Hayekava et el 1965 b).

Whether one or more of these physical processes can be cougatible

vith the observation and With various astrophyrsical parameters or not

is the main point of the interpretation of observational facts. Swcess-

ful Interpretation cf the facts, together With Bother progress in cbser-

vations will lead us to a deeper understanding of astronomy.

IL A__t spheres Interstell Ab ion of Elect	 tic Radiation:

Fig- 2 shows the atmospheric absorption of electromagnetic radiation.

Curves represent uric bevels where the intensities of the radiaton

of various energies are reduced to 1 //2s 1/10 and 1/'= of initial values.

It is obvious that except for the optical and radio bands the electro-

mo&atic spectrum is observable only outside of the atmosp-are.

ig
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Outside of the atmosphere, the radiation is atrorbed by the inter-

stellar medium and starlight photons.

The curves in Fig. 3 represent the r€snge of explaratior) in the

space with radiation of var_tous •gave lengt is . The curve	 det ezminea

0	 the density of the interste12-ar matter (in atoms/c.c.) timr:s the

distance (in light years) to reduce the intensity of radiation to 1/e

of initial value. Asmaiing tt& averuge density of the matter to be

0.3 atoms/c.c., the gelactic center and the Crab Nebula are indicated

on the figure. Znterstella7c space is essentially opaque in the region

:Cram 912 1 (13.5 e . v.) to about 50 X beccam a of t1w. absorption due to

the process of ionizing inters t,,ellsr men, helium &ad other gases.

In the y-ray energy region, the absorption or the attenuation of

the t adiation, due to p&Jx production in collision with urged particles

and. C;*+rton scattering is very little and the 3-zsys can pass through

t1w intAr-galwtic space as long as the Hubble distance (1.3 . 10PA- ten) .

7 e absorption of energetic y-rega of energy > 1012 e.ve by pair

production in photon-photon collisions ssey have a mean free path comparable

to the Hubble radius. For the extremely high eaaergy range of	 -rays,

> UP e.v. it may be necessary to take 1eto account the absorption

by collision vith photons of very long wvelcngth. (0oldreichend

and prison 1960.

Method of Observation: (1)*

Thus far, most x-ray observations have been made vith sounding

rockets (Arerobee) which reach a maximum altitude of about 200 km allowing

observations above 80 im for abort 5 minutes. 'tie rockets have carried

* Pugrther details will Tiv described by Qiacccni et al on the Proceedings
of Varenne. Sumwr Sa.00l on Hist Eaergy AstrorAbysics (1965)0
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various detectors of sensitive area from lA cm up to about 1000 cm .

The techniques used to scan the ce :otial sphere with a r.wket

x	 borne detector are illustrated in the following three typical cases.

a) Rapidly Spinning Rocket

The rocket is agm at a spinning frequency a.^ about tvo revolutions

per secand. a ... appa -ca mately m&intains the frequency until it re-enters

the atmosphere which reduces the frequency through a'Oospberic drag.

The motion of the rocket vhile it is outside of the atmosphere can be

treated as a freely spinning rigid body as a first apprcodnation. The

motion connists of a spiv vith constant angular velocity &round the minor

axis of inertia and a precession of the spin axis arcr nd an axis f'i=d

in the space and parallel to the total angular mi ,aentum (precessim axis).

2e half apex angle of the precession cone in this cane aaua14 is

legs than 1,5	 Suppoae that the detector has a rectangular field of

view in the rocket t aw of reference as is shown on the celestial

sphere in Fig. 4. A band of sky is scanned by the field of view by

the spinrAng of tie roc1wt. While the spinning suds yrecess, an even

broader region of the sky is scanned as is indicated in the figure. The

celestial source is seen whenever the field of view transit the source

The source is seen periodically provided that it In kept in the band

which the field of view scans • The period betveen successive tr=sits

of the source is essentially equal to the spin periodo vb1ch is subject,

to a slight se^.^ variation and a mall periodical variation parod=ed

by the precession of the rockiet •
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The number of counts per passage of the souse% across the field

of view is «study stnall and delicate superposition or "irjnchronization"

of the counts as a function of the azimuth of the detector axis with

respect to the revolution is necessary in the course of analysis of

data in order to datain significant results. This is th y: typical

method of analysis which AM--MIT group adopted.

b) Slowly Spinntng Rocket

In some experiments, the rocket wo despun or the spin velocity

V" reduced by tmeaas of gas bets after it reached a sufficiently high

altitude. Then the apex or the precession cow greatly increases and

the rocket starts to tumble.	 Thus, a lk,-'ger portim'i of the sky may,

be scanned. Although the source is seen nrac:h fever times, the sky is

scanned much more slowly sad the counts during one revolution may have

considerable signific&ice. For exwVle, Friedman et.al., (WUPgroup)

ccnvred most of the celestial hemiorbere above the horizon by a detector

with nearly a circular field of view of loo in diameter with a scwzning

speed of one revolution/6 N 8 sec.

c) Attitude-Controlled Rocket:

Thus for, the attitude cmtrol systen (ACS) is based on the use

of gyroscopes as sonsing devices and the control is provided by gas

bets. Gas bets cause the spin axis to point to a prescribed directime

R. aiacconi and the group of physicists at American Science and

Ragineering, Inc. and S. Rossi and other pbysicists at X.I.T. brill be

referred as ASE or ASE-MIT group. E. P' Iedman' s group at Nava IL Research

Laboratory, P. Fisher's group at Lockheed and S.	 ' s group at

Nagoya Uhiv ersity v1.11 be retez red to as NHL, Lockheed and Nagoya respectively.

0



It ie then possible to keep the axis of n given detector pointing

to a given direction vithin a degree or so or to	 it aweep at a

preseribied speed over a cm-ter angular interval. We type of rat

was +ied by RR" groups for the observations of the lunar occultati^n of

the Crab Nebula and by Loci group to scen the galactic plane.

Sevq.a1 satellites have been used for , the cbservatim of coamie	 i

s -1°ays. Kraus&ar and C3xrk (nvuahsar end Cl ark 1962, Xrauah&q r, et. al.

1 65) first used EVlorer XX with a g:.^mma- ray detector of effective

area of about 45 cz?. The Explorer may provide an observation time

of the order of 3= bourn. Also, there vwe experiments planned vn

tLe i.)AO vhi eb may provide an observation time of about 3000 hours and

with an effective detector are& of about 1A00 C26

D. Attersou (1965) uwd the USO-1 satelll.te to fly his 50 . 150 kev

pboton direct.-coal. scintillation detector and a "GaWton telescope" for

the 0.3 " 3 Mav range. Arnold at. al,. (1962) measured photton fluxes

vith an isotropic counter on a boom an the Ranger II•

Also, ba7loonw have been used for the obwrvation of x-re^ro and

ga=m-rays. in order to distinguish the radiation of extratenvstial

origin from the wabient backgrotrA of seconlary radiation in the atmosphere

only higbily directive radiation is looked for.

77. Observational Otbods: (2)

Detectors

a) o. M. coemters and pr'op.a ticnal. counts"

The G. M. c..xmters vhich brave been used for x-racy observations of the

My are seneitivm- to radiation in the -v age l.,,o IA I. The long verve.

length limit is set by the vindov material and the short vavvlangth limit

by the ril].ing gas used.
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Besyl.Zu^a Y1ndOV6 of thickness	 inchee hmm been success-

_._.

fUlly used. This thickness carrewpcnds to the absa¢-prtion langth of

x-reLys of 8 ko and it is eseentiaLly transparent for x-n*, s of aborter

v avelengths. PoeRibilities cf using a-mn thi	 window of Alumin,,jm

or tro-carbon a:- ,a tinder st.Wy and it vfll soon become possible -w

extend the observable range to 2C R ar r-IRM 30 R,

The efficiency of the counter starts to decr wm fcw increasing

energy of x-ray. quantum Yh+en the gas of the counter becomes trwwparent.

Arm g z of one atm vpaeric presinxe and 5 cry deep begins to be semi-

ts=_zyarent at about •: 2 R. Ming a beavier gas such as Xenon' are can

easily make the counter sensitive up to se3►' 50 kev. An effective counter

area of abet 1W (= is nov very ccemn. Prq, cKwtianal cckmters mey be

very useful for spectral c beervatl0M .. Pulse height di stribut isms of

a Xe-filled Proportional count-or for varic us nzochrcmatic sources arc

shown in Fig. 50

b) Scintillation Counters

Scintl latian ematers have been used for ob„en-ation of both 7- roVs

and x-rays. The output pulse height is praportiocial to the energy of

the x-rery guantL ar with f l rl^j good accuracy. The average en er&',' Pte'

photoelreetr n for a typical scintillatiom counter is 1000 ev whereas

the average energy per ion pair produced in the peoportional counter is

the order of 30 ev. Musq the scintillation counter my be suitable

for caamratively higher energy regions of x-rsWp say > Std loev, ire

the propor iana3 counter looses efficiency and resolution.
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The Explorer XI exper imnt (Krau Naar and Clerk) Kraushaar et. 6141

for detecting gamm- rays relied upon the directivl ty of the electron-

positron pair produced by the gwnm ruy in a CeI-R%l countt.er in

combination with scintillation counters and a Cererkov counter.

,u-1 tirrangesrent of scintillation counters in eolncl cane cal.l.cd

as " Ccc:ptcn telescope" (Peterson et. al. ) vas used f or 004-1 experiment.

c) Photoelectric Uez► ices

A photoelectric detector is ttasentially mde by a combination of

a large photocathode and an eleetmmult iplier in such a umy that

photoe l,ec txcrw effected n-em the phut ocatl-ic de are led to the first

dynode of the multiplier. 11w effiefengy of the photoeleetric ef'f'ect

at the solid Surface for ia^ident x-rays of l 3 LO X r p typically a

fraction of percent. It increases to the c ar of a percent for grazing

incidence. A sos there is evidence that for longer vaftLaDg'ths (10 R

„nom ^J ) the efficiency is higher.

A group of Mwsian scientists discovered (1960) that some a lkali

halides like CsI, SYF, have aneea tlounly high effiG.Lency fear x-ray

photons awimtvig to the ardr tr of 20% or mom.

Tbe, ASE grcntp made successful use of this detector on a rant with

a sensitive area of 40 cm and sensitive wavelength up to 12	 The

virtue of this detector is that it can be me+de sensitive to x-rays of
long vavelength because a sting vindov is not necessary.

d) Spark liters

Tlxe virtue of this technique is the cembiaation of its directianality

(any, 1^ for 1 Bev	 ray) and its broad acceptance solid angle.
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Mug , this fits the purpose of ba-veying discrete source of momma

rays. Because of its directivity it gains in signal to noise ratio

for finding a discrete source against a high background ovn r a sinple

counter wist ems. This eDS:Ole S ^, e i aer. and his Correll grmQ and Y. plan

and the Rochester group to design experimuts (Greisen et. al. 1965)

for balloon borne detectors in spite of s high background of secondary

origin at the balloon altitude.

C(x'JAmstors :

a) In order to resolve x-ray scurces and to obtain accurate

informiation can the location and the ang:al.ar sires of sources, it is

necessary to Limit the field of view of the detectors. A collimtor

of a honeye.cmb type structura ww usel by the NRL group to provide

approximately a circular field of view of loo diameter. Oel.].ular type

collimators were used by ABE to get a typical field of view of 30

vide by 400 long.

b) The combination of high resolution and broad field of view

Vas achieved by%Aulation collimator" developed by the AM4= group.

The principle of this colt imtor is schematically shown in Fig. 6.

Depending upon xhether the angular oize of the source is sm ller or larger

than -D radian, the collimator prod-lice or does not produce the

smodvlation" of the flux while the orientation of the co113mator Vith

respect to the direction of the source changes. Thus, the size can be

i

VW

1+
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estimated by the magaitude of the airZ.ulation. An e em ;pl,e of Observational

results is shown together vita., expected curve (drshed line) for a size

<< 0.5°.

A collimator of 7' resolving angle van used to detera dme the size

of the SOO-X-1 source. ILL will be feasible to design 9 rocket-bourne

oollimator, of, say 1/4 arc minute resolution with a broad field of view.

With this collimator, ooze can al.no determine the location of a

scrrce on aa, group of lines projected to the celestial sphere according

to the angular response of the c oll Izaat or . It will be possible to

limi t the passible location an few lines.

Mo,ge Flormlp& Telescopes

Laage f xing U'zl.escopes have b-cen construci3ed and used for solAu-

x-racy astroaogr by ASE. This instinment coaasists of two reflecting

surfaces Which provide total reflection of x• r" s wider. grazing J nc idence.

This iustronw,11, many presea^t an image of a source vith an kingular

resolution of perhaps a few are second when i -t is yell' pointed towards

the asouv ce .

Cbaservational. Ffic ts (x-nao)
The existence of extra solar x-ray 'vas first discovered by Giacconi,

Qwsky, paolini of ME and Rossi of M.1. T. (196e) with s spinning rocket

launched in J,ine 1962. Geiger counters with a wide fiefs' of view were

used and a strong source in the vicinity of the Galactic center, hcvever,



Off the center slightly, and a possible weaker source in the Cygrus

Cmatellation vere detected. Also a diffuse backgrcund of probably

celestial origin vas observed. Two additional rocket experiments by

the same group (Oct. 1962, June 1963) (Gursky et al . 1963) with similar

Instrumentation confirmed the results and. gave an indication of

another source in the direction of the Crab Nebula. Friedman and the

group at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)p in the meantime, flew a

col.Umted detector in April 1963 Vhich scanned the general region of

the Scorpio constellation vith an angular resolution of 140. (Bowyer

et al 1964 a a). They detected a strong source which vaia definitely

W the Galactic center since the flight vas made vhile the Galactic

cente..r van below the horizon. This flight also revealed the +aow,e in

Taurus vhich is about 1/3A as strong as the first source.

In July 196$, the HRL group (BDWer et al 1964 c) succeeded in

flaying an attitude-controlled socket at the moment when the moon occulted

the center region of the Crab Nebula. This experiment clearly.* showed

that the Taurus x-ray source vas indeed the Crab Nebula and had a

finite arngul.ar diameter of about 2 arc minutes.

In 196x►, five rocket flights were carried out. ASE b MIT group

(Glaceoni et al, 1964 a, Oda et al 1964, Giacconi et al, 1965, Clark

et al 1965) vith two rapi.dly spinning rockets (Aug. 1964 and Oct. 1964)

resolved the Scorpio x-ray source and & source region in the vicinity

of the Galactic center which extends along the Galactic plane. Two

discrete sources in this source region were identified and located.

0
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-The XM ercup (Friedman 1905. Lawyer et al 1965) With a despun

n3awly spinning rocket launched in J'u:Ly 1964 and Novo 1964, scanned meat

of the ncanrthearn sly above declination -570 and observed the source region

along the galactic d_sc extending for about 660 of galactic longitude in

Serpens, Sagittarius and Scoarpio, two sources in Cygius and the Crab

Nebula. The source region was concluded to be composed of probably

several sources those locations and Intensities vere tentatively given.

Fischer et al (1965) scanned along the galactic plsue f zx= lux 3200

to III v 160° and determined the ga:lwtic longitude of several sources.
Clark or M. 1,T. succeeded in l 	 (Cleft 3L965) in detecting x-rays

from. the Crab Nebula with a balloon-bourne instrument in the energy

region > 15 k.ev•

•	 Fig. 7 shows the part of the sky vhich has been •canned by the MM

survey of July and November 1964. Regions of the sky studies by w,c.M-MiT

sire also Indicated.

Locations of sources discovered so far are wised in P19, 7 and 8.

The strongest sav ree in Scorpio ( -X-1) vas observed and located by

the	 -Mrr, NCI-. wA Imkheed groups. Phtensities of the 800--X-1 estimated

by these groups are in reasonably good agareement. Typical figures may

be listed *a follows after 41acc orii, G=dW and Maters (1965).



1 N 10 kev

8 kev

Counting Rate*

Count8/em2 sec

16.8+o.6

1.2 ± 0.3

-32a-

Integrated Power**

e e m2e Dec

(1.6 + 0.4) 1CT

(3.3 + 0.8) 10-3

Integrated Flux

Photons/CM 2 Dec

32 ± 6

1.8 +0.4	 y.
am

* Counts for 1 ~ 10 kev obtained -with .Argon-filled (24 counter with a
Be-vindav of 9.0 mg,/cm thickness. Counts for > 8 kev vere obtained
vith the Nal counter.

In te,grat^d over the energy range.

t Considering the spectral response of the counter and based upon the
assumed energy spectrum of Y —/ .

2he	 limit of the intenaitr of dzscrete sources vhiah might

have escaped the	 an to about 2j20 ar 1/'30 of the intensity of

80041o.1 source for	 most of the indicated region of the WW*

0

..-0o	 i
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Fig. 8 summarizes the observations by A8Pa-MT, 1ML and U nkheed groups.

The exi stenW of the complex source regi on now the t3elaatic center

Is agreed on by ASE-MIT .9 1' RL and Lockheed, though detains are shat
a

c Wtradictory. Rewults of AM-XrT observations are suamorized as follows:

1) The lf:eation of the source in Scorpio (3800-X-1) is either

one of the following two locations:

16 h 12m	 16 h 19em
-15 .60 	 or	

-14.00

The error in this location is about + V200

2) Thee source region betweaa 1, 1 = 3WO and 1. = 150 is limited

In s narrow boot of the `eidth 60 as indicated. This bar is 621grtly off

the, galacticplae and the 0al.,actic center, therefore, Sagittarius A

is not likely to be a strong x-ray source, thouSb the possibility of Sag. A

being in this box cannat be cocqx].etely ruled oust.

3) The integral intensity of this box region is about 1,/2.5 of

SCO-X-1..

4) The region may be campowd of several. discrete sources,

though a possibility of a diffuse backgromd cannot be ruled out. The

Intenaity of the caaaposite discrete maces caLuxot be larger tbaa 1,/12

of Mn-X-1• At 3 es t two discrete wu rces in this boot are clearly located*

5) The rat of 1b0 CVig n^a 'a source or at ]ree&t its In-

tensity is less than 1,/3D of 800-X-10

Y ^
r
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6) '.mere is an indication of a weak source in a narrow region

b8Low the galactic plane as indicated.

The NRL group concluded that at Least several discrete eources

are resolved in the source region which extends from li l - 3400 to

13:1 u 20° and that configuration of the region can be beat explained by
a group of i•ossible sources indicated in the Figures 7, 8, 9• The

Intensities assigned for the sources in Ot a unit of the intensity of

S00-X-1 are indicated in Fig. 8. The intensity of the Crab Nebula

is concluded to about VT of that of 500 -X-1 in the same wavelength

range. Two sources were located in the constellation Cygnus but neither

of these coincide with the Cygnus loop or thus A.

Me Lockheed group resolved six sources by scanning along the

:tic pZ,acre " shown in Fig. 8, 9. This group concluded the locatf_on

at S00-X-1, as 10 14m, -150 36' with an accuracy of 15 are minutes.

One of the two Cmus souurces located by NRL was confirmed.

As described before, x-rays from Taurus were observed by the NRL

group while the Moon occulted the Crab Nebula and clearly were shown to

come from a region of angular diameter of 2' near_- the center of the Crab

Nebula. This is the only x-ray source, thus far, which has been

identified with any astronomical object observed with radio or optical means,

in summry, one may conclude as follows:

G
	 1) There is an x-ray source in the Crab Nebula that is atypical

au^eraowa remnant.

2) There are at least seven or eight discrete sources vhich are

'l ocated within 50 of the galactic plane 	 but with a scattering

of about 3°. MW show a loose clustering towards the galactic center.
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3) SCO-X-1 is an exception being mare than about ten time

stronger than any other sources and located at scmevwhat high galactic

latitude (250 ) though its direction is still in the mineral diroetion

of the (Tactic center.

14) Uiere is no evidence for the identification of x-ray sees

with any astronomical objects which are observable with radio or visibye

light except for the x-ray source in the Crab Nebula..

5) Angular sizes of discrete sources are small. Most of the

maces in the complex reV on near the galgc:tic center are =a l l than

^^. The source SCO-g-1 is =L l er than 7 + .

6) None of the following objects show the evidence of x•-ray

emission rt intensity larger than 1/20 of SCO-X-1; Orion complex;

C g. A. s Qssarss SN rests except the Crab fielau3A (MU54) •
0

7) it has been agreed that there MW be a dif 'f'u,ses Ps'obabl.Y 120tr%ic

background. Th.'s will, be discuaeed. later In num detall.

The infmmation on the spect,rs of x-ray sources is still very meagre.

So far, the information is available only for the spectral region of

1,Ms40 kev with very l.aiited ac °arcy. A tentative spectran for the

SCO-X-1 is synthesized in Fig. 14 from various pierces of results.

ai.̀ coni. et at (1965) ^ hided the following pWWWters s *Ctively

for assumed bl ectral functions in 1 w 1C xev rouge froaa the ccxVerison

of counting rates of lK covnfiers vith no filter and filters of different

thicknesses:

a



a) pover iota	 cc 1.3 + 0.3

b) exponential law	 ; T - (3.8 + 1.8) . 107aKw

c) anck's l^f	 T :^- (9 .1 + 0.9) .10 K1' 

A palter law is typical for synchrotron radiation and inverse Coapton

a!"^Ot. An exp mentit-a 1wi is the churstcteriatic spectrums of j.-a iiatica

by tfee--free trtmsiioar. in a hot and optically thin ion cloud of to peral wn T.

The spectr= beyond 10 kev obta±o!d by the pulse hight analysis

of ecintillotion counters anti pi •op,n-ticA,a1 counters seems to rule out

the Planck—lax-type' spectra. Fa Cher d *.scussions on the shapf: of the

spectrum nit be re=served until more data are ava3.lable.

TI"here is an indication axko e—Aed Irl APSE and_ also by M1,, (Qriedusn

1965) that the sp sctrum of the oou.cce region near the galactic -en 1V .,: r

mey be t rder than that of SCO-X-1

The importance of the spectra in the longer xavelength region has

to be emphenized. Depending upon the distance to the source, the spectra

should show a cutoff at different wivel mgths, t"Ical y frCM 15 R to 3C+ R

w ld be absorbed and the web Aebula nary show a cutoff ummd 20^,- 30 Y..

Generation Mechanisms of X-•ELa

It ishould be emphasised that i.nter:sities of the discrete ecrarces

(W0 8,^ 107 ergs/cm?see) are very h *%* So, they moult be astroncmical,

object in which a very ef`f3.cient gmerafton mechaniem of x-rays is at

Mork • but at the sauce timeq they do not Emit substantial radio and optical

radiation except in the case of the source in to Crab fiebula. Various

l
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Pbysical processes have been discussed* (See Fig. 1 and re, ,,,-Iew articles

of theories )

1) EVnchrOtran radiation of electrcins in the 1014 err range in a

MkVwtic field of 10-3,..., 10-4 gauss provides the radiation In the x-ray

band. Mm ry since electrons in this elm-Mstwas 106e their er&er&te&

very rapidly (within a year),p saw nevbanim of injecting electr-cas vith

this energy vvm-ry quickly must exist in the source.

2) The bremostrahbung of au electron of energy of about 20 kev

In an inpact with a proton (and probably an electron) gives radiation in

the x-r&Qr tad. Rossi (1%4) painted out that the configuration of cold

Plams In which non-t1wa-mrl elae-trcma generate x-nos by

Is unlikely tcj be a atrmg x-rey source arul mu&psted a "hot" p1mew an

a, possib1a au rce. In a plasma of t-M1qPWz-MU . Urm IOTO%o W"-k, UMMM1

energies of electroaa Is the ordex of 10 1  and the breasstmblung of

therml etlezlvrans (frte-free trsnaiti.cm) is in the x-ray bond* If this

Is the cam ,, the question is the ► how the plas>soa Is heated to this twqpera-

ture and kept ccmfined for a long period, If we consider the free-toAnd

radition in tboe pluaw Jn addition to the , freo-free radiationp the necessary

temperature can tl* reduced tly some factor * (Rvomkaw et &1 2965 d).

We may cal=late variawa pbysical peur+asaters of the source fcw

assumed Phypical proceaneB wid see if they are ruAMOUe AS On ==Plej,

in table I the electa-= dbns1tY j9 the enem,.,, denuityp the tonal MXWa

and the maxima total mass of the saws calculated in order to expialn,

the sCO-X-1 for ezawe(l distances to the source and size of the source

0

for typical Processes.
.............. . . . ........................ 	 ... . ............................ I ............................................ ........................................... I ................................................................ 	...........
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F r eagle, if the source were a m4ona iova : eumaut, the total energy

is smaller than ?. 062 ev. and the ma8e is or-okller than 5 solar masses.

'Then, for this table tae r :-gue that, if tcv Ccopton effect is the

process, the source w~sst be nearby,kne sot plasma is energetically

possible as a source at a distance of kilo par sec.

X-1W Snunrces and fternova

One of the x-ray sources Was clearly identified with the Crab

Nebula vhich is a remant of 1054 supernova, (W) by the NRL grow

(Bowyer et al 1964 c) No positive evidence of x-ray sources teas

bew found for other SK remnants mmh as Cass Ar Kepler M, Tycho SH

or Cmm loop. This =W not be too simWising, hoornw .9 if we take

into account the fact that 1.054 SM may be the nearest suvernova Which

has been identified.

Tlhe Crab Nebula radia ps an x-ray flux of about 10 8 erg/as2 sec

In the 2 ^06 R band from its central regf.cn of about 2 are minutes

00nsidering the distance to the Crab Nebula, we get 2.05

ergs/sec as the x-ray energy ejected. ,Fig. 1.1 is a summrized spectrum

of elec	 If setic radiation from the Crab Nebula. It is well known that

the spectrum V to the optisl region can be a plained by means of the

synchrotron radiation of energetic electrons. 	 various pbysical

considerations of the strwture of the Crab Webula, it has beenmain-

tained that the energy of existing elrect %ons may not exceed much bed

1+022 ev and spectrum of the electromagnetic radiation. may have a cutoff

not for beywd the optical region. On the contrary, the spectrum sews

to extend quite far, it tiould be cmlat to know if this is the continua-
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Lion of the spectrum from the bptical, region oar this x.ray bawd has

different pbysical origin.

Various gbwsical processes hwe beam am Idered to cgaain this

x-ray bond of the

Syncbrotron radiation of energetic electrons of the band 	 ear*

in amt etic field of 10 3^3 104' Suss pnwides the x-r4W .

Howe'mp if the 2ynebratron radis .ion is the nonirsan far x-ray

tinep as discussed prreviowily , thtre mist be nmkr rapid was ( G 1

Year) by 1hich 10 ev elwtrorns are contim x sly produced in the Grab

Nebula,i
It wary be easily mm fran table I that the Pree-fr a tsision of

the "hot" p3mm aloud of teWerat 107~3.080K lay possibly the aource

In the Crab.) Nebula though the argument is tight. It vas pointed out that,

if we asarame the relative	 cx of elements, the free-bound transition

am be	 11u,L Ud and it is likely to be as 	 tent, as the ltee-tree

transition

Howskm+ajo MRtsudkep and xeanashita (1965) assn Aed. a a miliartV

"breen the hot ionize cic ud in the Qreb Nebula And hot cmdanaatima

In the solar corms. Mich vex coneidre4. &a the origin of anhwK%rd

solar x-rays and applied the results of the ca3 vlation done by ftwabata

and Eluerti to the problem of the Crab Nebula. Mae y showed that assuming

the Cheauical cogposition of the hot cloud to be similar to the acciposition

of condc xWo, the tearpf3ra 	 of the pla wn can be reduced soarAzt.

The question of hoe the enwW vas p q ted into a bat plasma

old is anotbsr matter. Gould and Dwbi (1965) shared that the gas
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motions of the arab bebula is not eb^le to keep the toppereecure as
a$ 10% for a period to be coaapatible with the observation.

Wrrisoa and Swlorl (196.5) proposed a model for the history c& the

9%4xww a rat. InAs model describes the source as a bot q opticALLl ►
thin gas cls W with very rich abundance of bigb- g el loon s. The high -

It elements are considered to be forfned by the r-proceez (arapiduprocess)

In the plosion. Redio-active elements fond is r-process decwj tbroug i

!lesion and the fission Bents many keep supplying the radioactive

enezW for an extended period of time, Uhich is enough to heat the gas

cloud up to the tc^rature of 10 °K. The process of this reudioactive
haling is basically zlyd3 to the "Cf-4potbesis of W remaaat"

(8urbidge cc. al, 1957) but as a mmleus of longer livedC 2505.9 for
e	 .e, is considered here. We model provides a 1mg-lasting x..rsq

source which is caVatibl .e with the ideal of eal x-r@W wumes being SV-

rato1 1 nte, though the moda meW be questioned be, ,,.auvae of its generous

assumption on the relative abundance of high-it e1-eacents.

The group at Rice university (clalrton and ado$ 1965) estiaated

flume of x-rays or 	 -ray►s a dtterd as line spectra based upon the

or-bypothesis of on. The limes distribute between 30 kev and 2 Iry

and the flux of strongest line (390 kev from Cf249) ie estimated to be

about 10 phatons/an sec. Faeriaeats to deiAwt the lines are part osed•

Neutron etaurs Vera prapoeed as an attractive possibility of explaining

the x-ray emission from the sources, imediately (Chin 1964; see review

articles on theories) after the ACV-X-1 and the source is the Crab

Nebula were discovered. Tice neutron star is the bypothetiml final, state

i
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of stel1 .1%r evolution left after the Sff eXD3---itian. It is std 'tbat

the den ity of this star is extrem y blab (1015 g/CK3) and it is

Composed of neutr.)na vW .ch are in degenerate  statee. After formation of

the neutron star, because of 	 grav'ltactiooal energy re -e a-sed to

the heat, it remaina extt"lie:iy bat (typieetl^y 107011) for some tUW*

(es W 1000 yres) and it emits the WACkbody radiation Mich is in the x-M

b and at this tenxerature. Tt vw abovn that a neutron star at typical

d1 stance may be . a deteetsble x-ray souurce. ODwver, the size of the

source determined by the IM gr.W and the spectrum > 20 kev region by

C3ATk meede the neutron star hard to be the direct mechn' am of x-ray

eeouoree to the Crab tlebula. Theoretical studies, of the rmitron star havt%

been continuer'! and I ts various possible relations to the x-ray source

are discuAseed (Cameron 1965).

A question nrgy naturally arise. Are all discrete source euperaova
the

reessnsnts? Recal l the fact thatdnjority of the sources in the galactic

plane clusters within	 imst^y 200 of 1n. This indicates that

the sources are mainly located in the vicinity of the g lactic enter,

within say 1 fie, and, hence, the distance to tbeiia sources !'roam ups is

typically 8 k;pc. Then, if a1.1, x-ray essoin-ees are eugpunWv4R1 reoaAwts,

tie are law to the f ` 	 a by stettistieal c%maide ations s

2.) Since the distaneW am the IM V order of mlegfl►itude, the sources

* The life of a neutron st8r is quite =ertai n► because of obscurity

in the cooling process in this hot and hi&ly compressed motes. (See

Tmutz mead Ommearo n 105) -o

s
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which Pre even mare than 20 time A i w -- than the Crab Sebula have to

be	 ix3ed0

2) BOt all of cuperwvae 3Ames etrmS x-ray rfmmta.

That is, oray limited ca  of, s wwvw leaves strong x-ray emitting

wants. Tbcus, in C,---der to eoQ ai n the m=ber of observed x.-ray sources,

ve must shit	 in the vicinity of the Salactic center.

Mn order that this number of supernovae is coLVmtib^ vitb the

gera^eral]^r accepted occurrence frequency of sqmrnoveue in the may.%

me not asaume very long life for the "x-x*W remmmt"m such as > 104 M.
3) Most of su4navae not cluster In the vicinity of the	 tic

c inter. We is not 11ke1y the ca8e because known rem units or suspected

radio and optical ruts do not show this tendency at all*

In mW case, the bWpotbesis that all x-r&y sources are

sins remaents stress peeculiar =eatures of the supernova remonaat

and the x  req► source.

8C0-X-1

The tact that the 80O-X-1 is the s!	 --t source add is located

at ccmWar ati vely blab ®e1at1c latitude ( 4e5o) mw suggext , that it
the

bongs to pbyd=1 A^smme kind of object as the other sources only

' being located zwazby. Bvwevcr, if it is sir to the source in the

Crab Nebula, it must be very close (1 -4 540 pe) and the ta'LLoving question

has to be	 Idw such a wear resma mt co of be recosm4 	by

radio or optical ohso vatioal

a 7lere is a =mLU dim object seem in the errcr cire s on the Paloamr
Cb	 tip Burvmy. Al an the radio astronmV group OR Bolgps indicated
a rudio source in the circle. Hutt there is no enrUSenoe that they are
Pte•	 .

. `l.: »^'-!x`^.;c+tsriaA ^.^vdirn;r7•^r^-.F`^f.c:,skx^o.,w^...[v..:: - .e. .o:.	 .._ _.Y.owa.•...r..._-... _.^...._ _ . __._...._ .. _ .. 	 «. _ ..
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Tt is not li	 tbat the SC0-X-1 is simd.'i in kind to the sources in

the vicinity of the galactic center. Thus, the question of vhat is SC C -Y-1

In entirely ww a ved. It is extr ems y Impor tent to improve the accuracy
of its 1 ac:aticn so that mare tharough search for radio and optical objects

Is possible

8u ooe that the pbysical prmese in the	 -X-1 s	 is either
synebratrcm radiation or t1ree-tree transitico by a "twat" dilute SS
regazaess vhIch	 cal object it is. Tbens the energy flux in

the optima band is most likely largw tbm that of x-rely band; i.e. p

20t 3'0 erg/=2 see. Oda optical. flux corresponds to maitude 12 and

urger more	 coition it shaald be brighter. 2wretore ' unless

It is a diffuse source of larger angular size than two are minutes so

that the surface brigbtness is eluted dogs to 22 or 23rd	 per

square arc seconds or it is smaller than a few are secaodas it aboulyd

be clearly distinguished frm stags in the field as a brigft and diffuse

s ource. Since one knov that the sine of the source is amtl far than 7 we

minutes, the angular rise of the source most be in a limited range (2^•7' )

ar it not be so smell that it coot be distingaished 	 a suer.

Rem the location of the BM-X-1,9 the t07Llaring features =W

be nth keeping in mind. 1) Althoudb it is located at a relatively

hISt galactic latitudes it is app 	 on "in n 0" line in the

g0lactie	 This is the so rce of a suggestion (Nwr ►son) that

the SWo-X-1 sir 'be a vbma reason of plastic scale and located on the

gLIactie aria is the khalo. 2) SOO-X-1 is is the general region of the
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cowl ccaqxxe:d of o-R e-are association and interstel1w clouds which

fttend in Scorpio sad Sagittarius constel].-tion at a distance of 70

Yee 3) FWAtive 10catiaas of the "ncrth polar radio spin" to the 800-X-1

Bunn a the possible relaticn.between the two., This	 c relation

is consistent with the following pdature. We mey assumoa SH wTIoded

nearby and that its exp^nc^dirag relativistic gas cloud ccsqpressing the

iaterstell.®r aedius,, form a yell, deaf w	 t&3ch is recognized

as the Rsdto Sp w * And, the x-ray-soave we left in the ffiddl a of the

cloud as in the case of be Crab Nebula., DUTere=e of this picture

fra n the case of the Crab Nebula is that the relativistic gas cloud is

m-Wbasized here and the Crab Nebula-t<„lpe reornt smah x has not

level ped to be visible optically. Consideration an the possible age

of this "Mr and the emission speed of the boundary I owa to an estimate

of the distance as, sayp 3.00 ^ 1A00 l.y.

X"- -3mt, oitY at our GWAXY1x -

:Ef tie acct the clustering cf sources towards the gelaatic centerp

it can be abown that the sources rear the 	 ic c	 ~ the most
I

of the radiative power of the galmy jwovid-ed that contribution ct the

---- isotropic c cx azeut cc &lactic origin is 	 Mrefb^re, the absolute

intensity of the golmr is, as the order of magnitude, 3.0
2
 sec

1 o^^ lA k v r . X 4 -M x R 
1 

^ 104T wwagf . 1 alp kev rar ge .rxC

=3.axy)t-A&IMMIre R(;C is the disteuae to the galactic center.

If the Andromeda nebula is almilar to our galaxy, its x-ray intensity

JA predicted to be about 
1

qu mte /cm? sec.	 Tf our gglasy is an average

A.

i

: tY t 
r 

,Y
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gales the Viggo cluster Bch is caVosed of 3D00 des at a &Astene

of 7000 kpc =' have the intensity of about 0 * 1 quan ay/CW2 sec .

At of Cblestiel &M 	 Extrw , - ,,Iactic X-	 8oan ces
r

Since the earliest observatioL of ABE the uxlotAeace ar the isotropic

x-ray background ban been indicated. Information on the !Aackground f3 ux

Is stets i d in Fig. 12. The rartio, I , at the counting rate or the

isotropic c onent to the peek counting rate of the 800-X-1 source for

various expwiz ants are presented f'cr the field of view R of respective

ne	 ts. Mis ratio is insensitive to the 	 actAitions

provided the spectra of- -1 and the bwkground are essentially

a'cdIar. The ratio is	 X - / sco mh ere n is the	 that

for unit solid angle and OSCp is the f3;= density of the 800-X-1 that

Is* OW 17 aunts/4 we in 2 ~ 8 R bond. mmmlts of AM abow that

o? in . rou*:ly proportional to SZ as in effected if the backgrouDd

is truly x-rays coming tram outsidep except for once result Bch is sus-

peeted to be in error because of a partial fa lure of the veto-count w

which rejected cosetc rear particles. All other daU vere obtained without

the veto-counter a dr hence, it is umAerataodable that they stag alioitly

higber background. fluxes. An estimate of the flux by MM is bid on the

difference of the cots Then the counter vas ' booking wards and dovnwasds

indicated as the lower limit of NRL valtm s, of I is consistent with

ABE. Mme, the barAgraund con czaent which is proportional to the field

of viex of the detector is estimated gas about 6 count/(= sec at=) for

2r-.- 8 A bend. If ve consider the spectral response of the detector and

the energy epectrump the flues mkt be as mach as 10 quurW(M2 ewe star. ^



' Awe is no evidence for anisotropy for any specific direction of

Oalactic coordinate,: e.g. say the directiea of the lQ ky Way. A3Ao

tbare is no pmitive indication to show a bit	 ric haorizon ar
NW paretexentlal. 10=1 asintth. = infanation indicates t,bft the back-

ground f 2= from outAmide taroly exist* though it is not sbaalnt ezy

certain twat the fl= cuss from outside of the van Alban belte if it

is eNtMtarre`ctial' it is may , 	ie. It it is eYtr#SLUatic0

VO may ex►ect a clip r1ang the gaaatic disc in +say, the 10 .o 20 R bmd prmidad

the Inters t 12w absorption of ext- rim-go-3--actic llux is more tban the contr1-

bunion of a mzdw of vesk sources which =W possibly nxi st in the

Them we two typical. Veys at exCLIA1ning the extz I actic exit

Ow 1s to attribute it to the superpoaition of genetic x-rays (Gould

and BL'bidge 2965) . Tho other is to cooeidecr the generation of x-ray*

In the Ynteremactic space, The inverse-Ouapton effect of itsteraLlactia

kbotme vin Intergalactic electrcna hea been con aidered.

Sqypose tha background fluor is a superposition of x-xws item

W!! w- - Aes in the universe up to the Iibbls distance, RR. The backgro aid

flms 0 per unit Solid angle is egpreeseed by

7 WOOD PPO

vbecre ng is •hn density of SLIaGW and pg is the esaissivity of the aver

If our Balmy is one of th6 a erW gal aides and the x-ray soorcer

we 1.+o^.al.ised now the otter opt the S LUVO the intensity of the aou rce

nmw the ft lactic center v uld haute to be	 =/w r 2	 mbere

is the distance to Oe GaUctic center s Tin:	 Am

bare an inos tent bearing in c4xmz .oa,, but
vie vM not roars into these problem here. See Gould and Burbidge 196$0
Win= 3965 for ezmqDLe.

i
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Tbtu, a is no evidence for anisotropy f+or my specific direction of

Qe^l oc is coord-A ate : e.g. wW the directioa of the 	 J*W. Also

tboxe is no positive indication to show s bright at - 	 a harison or

aW pArefereatial loca3. azi nnith. All inf 	 tton ind" cates that the back -

g:-oumd	 f-rcm outride truly exists thoU401 it is not wb$ObAely

certain that the flux crams from outslft of the Van Allen belt, if it

is extr tmvestial p it is lik*4 eo	 ic. If it is ext	 ic,

v+e mry erect a ^.p slang the	 vatic disc in sey, the 10,E 20 X band	 rided

the interstel1w absorption of 	 le flux is more than the contri-

bution ct a muber of veek sources thich mry possibly exist in -th• plaut^.

7heM are tvO typic&1 tsOys of e=_ Lecining the pact	 is mMgpon+eat.

One ie to attribute it to the superposition of galactic x-rsWs (Gould

and Twbidge 1965)e The othL.r is to consider the generation of x-mgrs

In the	 ic space *a fte inrnrorse-CooWtm effect of interWiactic

phtrtoas xith interga]actic electrons bas been considered.

Stye the background iliac is e. spes-joosition of x-rayr, from

galaxies in the univwse v4p to the Ibbble distance, RII. The	 d

Maw., 1p pw unit solid ang3 is expressed by

7= / t^•H

ubwe n  is the ftnaity of galaxy sad pg is the esissivity of the svarw

Wsucy. If our Va Urxy is one of the average p3 sad es and the x-ray sourc:es

are localised :actor the center of the 5LIWW, the xtsu dty of the sauurce

ser the Oalwtic center v oul d be" be 	 = ^	 2ri	 Vbwe
ILis the distance to the Galactic center* ft0 11  s	 ^ ^ ^ • ^^• ^^,,,^

ac-raft Im ,Aground shy have an inpmtsnt bearing in	 but
`re vill not cc= into these problem here. See Gould and Burbfdge 1965,
&iema 1965 for eooemplre.

a
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Patting figuresres in the formula

(ng 3 .10-11/kpc3,	 z 3 . Lo'kpc, R. Z 10 kpc

snd :X 10 quanta/au	 see star per 2	 vE get f ,;; 700 quanta/cm? sec

for 2 ^o 8 R. This is about 100 times greater, than the observed intensity.

That is, the superposition of the Bela zl es explains only one percent of the

observed isotropic flux.

If out a&IALy is not typical and the emissivity of the average galaxy

is 100 times of our galaxy, the isotropic ccmponent can be explained by the

superposition. If so, it can be shove that the Virgo cluster mould provide

the intensity of about 2/ce sec which may be obec±v°able.

Ifs on the average, one out of m galaxies has the x-ray emissivity 100

m times of our galrawy, the superposition of x-ray flux from these galaxies

also explains the background. In this case, the typical distance to the

nearest galaxy of this kind and its x-ray intensity can be figured out as

apprt ciarately 2m1/3 (lam) and 3.].4 '2 (m)1/3 counts/em sec per 2 8 Q
respectively. If m is typically 100, the expected intensity is 0.1/cm2 sec.

This figmv indicates that by improving the sensitivity of detection technics

by a factor of 10, ve may resolve the background to the camposit extragalactic

source if this model is'true. The background component of intergalactic

origin vill be discussed later*

xI comic x-rays --7-!!EM

Observations are sum m rized in Table II• In rig., 13, results of

observations on discrete sources are sumxarized. No positive evidence

for any astronomical objects being x-ray cr moray source except those

x-ray sources which were discussed before has been found.
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Oonsider a radio source where the radio eni scion is	 d by

the sywbr)trcm radiation of energetic electrons in a xognetic

field and assume that the el.ectrans are produced by the decay

of pions Pod not post-accelerated. Bcct se approximately the saw

(mount of energy goes to eb,arged piamso and neutral pions i&ich decV

into +gaumme-re ,s ,, energy f1.wws of synchrotron radiation in a certain

frequency range and gema-rays of a cLwrezypondi. ; ender °,p uhich is a

function of the mognetic field, are ap	 i te,l,y ` o a Thus„ the

e3qmcted enexW apectrum of g	 r Ar cart be Aer- ved f ram the spect.-m

of synehrotraan radiation if -the mzg,rwtic field is given.

1hom the Crab Dew tom° iQee.trum or syuchrotrca radiation is

know for a vide frequency rw3gep from MAlio to optical region* For

assumed me,6metic fiold (10" gauss) the energy spectrum of	 rays is

thus derived as indicated in the fi.gureb As another e'T O than speCt^t

is estimated for Virgo A. The spectrum of z; ymchn: otrcm xvdiatim in thin

case is not known bed radio regicua So the calm.Llaticm vats made f+a

variorus as mined frequency limit to vhl.ch a power law gmctrrum boSda.

Although experimental, resulW aM,,y shvv the finer limits for

various suspected sources, it in se mu that these upper limita i a a lready

Awsicei2ey,  meanin M.1.1 and turthw 	 of experiments v1.0 be very

i^tmzt e

°iments by MuW.ov et aj. (19W) ezid Fin et al (	 ) mw

to shave the electrons in the drab Nebula rare wt simple decay products

of picas and are prdbsb4, post-accelersted if the sywbrotron spectrun

of the Crab Nebula addends beyond optical regi an as show in Figs 110
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3h Fig. 14, observatiomal results on the isotropic component are

suv,arixed. Aft, Nagoya and Arnold et a]. indicate that the cbtalned

fixates are real thougb it is not absolutely certain that they are

extraten stial. There are some indi ione that Kr ishear and Clark's

upper limit may be real also.

The isotropic component may be Lu-oduced in our ga mty or more likely

outside of our galaxy. The estimated gomms -ray energy spectrums '& c= 	°-

decay in our galaxy is indicated in the figure after Oarrmire and Naar.

litho, Stocker and Wigtit (1965) showed that, if the 3.50 black body
a

radiation field of PFenzias-Wilson (1965) is cmv ect^eub	 tial contribution

in e - c"Ited by inverse 00cwtorn scltt=ring of Pbotma of this universal

radiation field by galactic electrons.

As for the isotropic camponent of extragalactic origin, one may

cimid,er two origins. One is the superposition of unresolved galaxies.

As in the case for 1	 10 kev range, the superposition of galaxies

=qr not explain the observed isotropic flux of gnu=-ray range if our

plexy is "typice- ". If sources in our galaxy distribut unifemrmly in

a sphere or a plane and our galaxy is "typical" jo it can be shown that

the contribution Srm our galaxy predominate the superposition of galaxies

up to the gobble distance. Mal .0 the stMVerprwsition is not likely to be

the e=1 =Mt1on*
Another possible p],srca for generation of the isotropic co --- po -ent

Is in	 3aatic space. One possibility is the 1evorse-s0agpton effect
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in inner	 is epace. T-f ve aumme that the electron	 *;rum in

$ intergalactic	 a is eimilrr to vhat	 sHayokm at al. (i^)asu=&i3	 ^nl.act spec

for galactic electronsa and use the ata^- ljght photm densit y harked

out by t unire, we gvt an expected spec.tr im an shown in that figure.

If the e1ectrom gvctrtit'L abould keep a constant power to love' energy,
.	 j

as indi ed by Qiue `s ecerim:7lt.9 ve expect the spectrums indicated

by a dashed line. Qf a course f this assumption of similarity of electron

density in the (elegy and in the interga1actie space ie made aaly for

the convenience of discussions We e2peet even srveral carders of magnitude

der fl= of inverse-CcaWton x-rsyL and r-rays tea actuelly is cbw2-mdv

It ve tee this electrnn spectrum and the Pensias-ililson' a field in

inter®alxactic sperm.

.rays of htgbuer energy mey be produced 'by the decW of neutral

pione produced by the collision of interrgalerctic conic rays and inter-

ctic gas.	 Also ., tbrey may be produced by the bremstrahlunc:, of inter-

®esectic electrons. 8stime ~%% spectres for these processes 'are shom in

Fig. ]$ after Gumdre and Mml	. Mie uncertain xature of varicxvs

est3mettes of the isotropic cam must be emphseized.

* The galactic electron jupectrum is not vall lavn, Direct meaaureaientsby	 1 (1963 )P N*w and Vogt (1961)p L'Deurvuz surd *► 'are (1 965), andAgri nl er at al, (1964) are in reaamable 0em ts with theoreticaleetimte of the spe strum frm thm radio noise done by rat a et ia3o
l^oaasur+emeat by Cline at al. (	 ) p^*o^rideaa int'arDation for lour enersyr
range vhich is in di	 t Vith the WX e.
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In concluwion, I wish to es:Vhncize the fact that obtainesd results

in this nev b3anch of a$trcaoopr in the p&%t Yew yews harms alreWy revv led

quite uaect ^ features of the, universe and there is no doubt that this

vin continue to be a strong tool to explore the universe.

The autho- would Yle to thank Prof. O re with vh m he v rked
I

out most of tbic article. Also the author ores to those who helped his

by wiling infvx ration and by discussions specifically to Prof. Grei sa

and Prof . Iftyakwa vbo informed the author of ur4mbli shed results and to

Prof. MmTison fu- critical discussions.

Ftr the most pwtp this article has its origin in discussions vitb

Prof. Rossi and Prtxf. Clank of W I• T• and pr. (11 coni and D r. Gursky

of A.8.8.
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Flux density = F =:	 V
1R

Volume Y V =	 'T	 d3
6

P y 10-7 erg/cm sec. 1 v 10 kev

d = diameter of source in l.y.

t

TABLE :17-

Calculated physical parameters of SCO X-1 for various assumed

processes and distances.

R (distance l.y.) 	 30	 300	 3000 	 3.104

i)	 Synchrotron radiation (B. is assumed to be 1.5 0 10-3 gauss)

Ne (1013 e.v.)(electron density) 2.10-13/d3 2.10-11/d3 2.10-9/d3 R2/d3
/c.c.

Ne . E 	 e.v./c.c.(energy density) 2/d3 200/d3 2.104/d3 1?/d3

N e E e V e.v. (total energy) 1054 1056 1058 R2

Compton effect (starlight density is assumed to be 1 e.v./c.c.)

Ne (3.107 e.v.)/c.c.	 60/d3 6000/d3 6.105/3 6.10 7/d3 R2/3

N E	 e.v./c.c.	 10?d3 loll /d î 1013/d3 1015/d3 R2/d3
e e

N e E e V e . v.	 6.1o62 6 . loE'4 6.1o66 6.1o68 R2

WMw 	>0.05 >5 >500 >5.104 R2

Not Plasma	 (T ti 1070K)

N 	 ==% Ni/c. c.	 40/d3/2 400/d3/2 4000/d3/2 4.10 /d3/2 R/d3/2

e.v. c.	 3^NeEe	 /	 c.	 4.10 /d 4.109/d3/2 10/d3/24.10
4.101l/d3/2 R/d3/2

58 3/2N E V e. v.	 5.10	 d 5.1059d3/2 60 3/25.10	 d 61 3/25.10	 d R/d 3/2e e

WMb	 0.03.d3/2 o.3d3/2 3.d3/2 1,0 d3^2 R/d3/2



TABLE II

Observer Vehicle Detecter Energy Observation

1) Hayakewa et al rocket Seinti. 5	 ,-...20 kev isotropic
(1965) (Lambda

2) Clark balloon to 15 ~ 60 kev Tau A

3) CM-

4) Scc-x

a) Arnold et a1 Ranger III Scinti. 50 kev /-,^1 Nev isotropic (Upper
on boon limit)

6) Peterson OSO-1 Compton 0.5 ^--' 5 Me upper Lim^.t of
Telescope isotropic

7) Duthie et al balloon Scinti. 50 Mev Upper limit (Y)
of disceety

8) Frye and Smith balloon. Sparkchawber rv100 Mev Upper Limit 4.`
(1965) discrete

9) Kraushmar and Expl. XI gamma-teles- ► 100 Hev Upper Limit of
(Dark cope discrete and

isotropic source.

10) reisen et al balloon sparkchamber > 1 Bev Upper Limit of
discrete sources.

f

11) Fruin et, al EAS Upper Limit of
> 5.101` e.ve

discrete sources.

12) Chudskov et al (Cerenkov
light)

13) BA= EAS ^^'	 10 ' e . v.
(µ-les)
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Fig. 1 Various Processes for generation of x-TaZis and 7-rays.

FU* 2 The absorption of the radiations in the atmosp^aare.

/lltitvd^ea vbmro the radiations attenuate to indicated

!'rsctIon are shown as the fi. ►ction of v+avelrengthaL

MLg. 3 7be absorption of the rediatiuns in the interstellar space.

Pig. 4 2be portion of the detector 's field of viev an the celost4a1-

epbere In the precession tram of retereace 4 Zs in the

spin aide and V is the precession axis. Dark shadows

indieaate the tierd of vier.	 bend is the regica

i6ich is seamed by the field of view per revolution. Me

region between dashed lines Is scanned per precession cycle,*

Y is the direction of the sources

N8. 5 R16Y response of a proportional eoamter. Radiorc tive

sources are used as indicated.

ng. 6 Principle aunt an 0==3 a of log --So- 	 results of the

aodulation c	 .

Me 7 'fie regions at the sty sc&w ed since 1964 by aRL and ,Aim

we ind2estedl by the ligbt and dark sbmdows respeativ+e4e

On meet of the region nazInn Intensity of the source

Mich mkt have escaped the detection is about 1,/30 of

the intetwity of the am Z-l0 	 disaz*U sources

of x-ray are Ind-tested by X*

Fag. 8	 discrete x-nW sources in the ®- Issue coaa^d3sate.
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CArx row (coat. )

Fig. 9 X-rte sources near Sagittarius observed by AM-Mns MM

and Lockheed groW?a . (see the text) .

Fig. 10 tentative energy spectrum of SM X-l. 7hs spectrum is

still very uncertain.

Pig. 11 Energy spectrums of the Grab Nebula.

Fig. 32 Relation of background counts and the solid angle of detectors.

Lowr point of OL im obtained from the difference of counts

whm the detector vac looking wards and toads the earth.

When d and a vere taken, the veto-counter vas not working

Properly*

lrlg. 13 Ownarjr of information for various suspected discrete sources

of cosmic 7-rays. Tbwwetically expected curves under certain

assumptions are sho ►sn. Energy spectrum for Teal A in x-ray region

U shown.

Mg. 14 Suzy on isotropic component of cosmic photons.

&pected spectra of photons produced in the intergalactic or

galactic space by various pbgsical processes under assumptions on

densities of energetic elect one and protons, and protons in the

space are indicated. Star light density in the intergalactic

space vas cal	 ted by Garmire. Radio mea mweaments of penzias

and Wilson suggested a possibility that the universe is Immersed

in a baeltground back body raadiation of a few degreesOlvine
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